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A basic example

The Analysis Portal – a basic guide

analysisportal.se

– www.analysisportal.se
START PAGE

The start page www.analysisportal.se provides an overview of the latest news, how to get started (see
video clip) and how to cite the portal if you use it for theses, reports or scientific publications.
In the top menu you can find various functions, and you can always return to the start page. On the
right-hand side of the screen you can see your current settings (My selections).
An example of a search follows.
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DATA
Go to Data > Species Observations to see all available data providers. By default all data providers are
chosen. Keep this setting or select the desired resources.

FILTER
Go to Filter > Occurrence
Select one possibility – for example Include natural occurrences.
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kan du söka på taxonnamn. T.ex. en art, en släkt eller en familj.

Go to Filter > Taxa and search for the taxon name using for example a species, a genus or a family.

You can search for taxa in different ways: with the Swedish name, the Latin name, or the taxon-ID. The
Taxon-ID can be found in Dyntaxa, The Swedish Taxonomic Database (www.dyntaxa.se).
In our example here, the taxon-ID for family ground beetle (Carabidae) is 2001007.
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If you chose the family Carabidae now, press the button Select underlying species, so all underlying
species are listed and can be chosen. Mark selected species or click Search hit to choose all species in the
list. Click Add filter. On the right-hand side, below My Selection, you can also see the list (in this example
447 selected taxa). (Hover the cursor above the information symbol.)
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Reset all selections to default (see picture on the right hand side).

Start from the beginning again, and go directly to the filter functions.
Continue with Filter > Taxa > Search by taxon name.
Enter “Carabidae” again, but this time choose Add filter.

Do the same for “spruce” – thus, you are now searching for reported species occurrence records for
both the species spruce (Picea abies) and ground beetle (Carabidae). It is possible to mix different
taxonomic levels (here: species and family).
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RESULTS
Go to Results
Now you can get the reported records as species observations from spruce and ground beetles in maps,
tables or lists. You can choose how your results should be presented.

Result > Maps
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Choose Maps > Species observation map. You can get a full screen mode (1) and zoom in as much as you
require. If you wish to leave the full screen mode, you have to press the small cross in the upper righthand corner. If you choose one yellow observation point (2) you will get information about this record in
the table beside the map (3).

Google terrain is by default selected as the background map, but you can change this map. In the field
on the left-hand side of the screen you can choose between different Google-maps, ArtDatabanken’s
County map, etc. and change the data layers.
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Result > Diagrams
Here you can inspect time series data. You can select from various time intervals.

Result > Reports
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Continue with Result and go to Reports. Choose Settings report. The report gives an overview of your
selected parameters and settings. Do not forget to download it together with your other results.

Result > Download
Continue with Result and go to Download. Here you will find various possibilities to download your
results in different formats.
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Choose a file from the pull-down menu. Here is an example for the table Observed taxa.

Choose now a file format and possibly extra sheets with information and click the ‘Download’ button to
start the download.
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If your results exceed 25 000 records, this may cause a long downlowd time. Hence, you will receive an
email once the file has been generated for you. For this functionality have to be logged in! Click on the
button ‘Start generating’ to start the production of the file for you.
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When you click on the button ‘My Pages’ you will be presented with an overview over the status of your
download requests and can download the file once it is finished. The file will be available for 7 days after
it has been generated and you got an email about it.
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When you click on the filename your results can be downloaded as xml-format. The file has a date/time
stamp in the file name. You can save it locally to your computer or open it in e.g. Excel.
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In Excel you see both SLW Data, the tabs Species observation provenance & Settings (if you have chosen
early to download these), and the tab Citation, which gives you information how you cite your
downloaded data set and the Analysis Portal in publications.

Summary
In this simple exercise have we demonstrated how to search for the family ground beetle using the
Analysis Portal. We could easily see that the family consists of 437 taxa in Sweden.
Moreover, we searched for all species observations / reported occurrence records for the family ground
beetle and spruce that are available in the chosen data providers. For the Analysis Portal, this means
that all observations have a taxon name, coordinates (latitude/longitude), time specification and
rapporteur. We also looked at a species observation map, a diagram and a table.
Our chosen taxa were not connected to each other, which means we have not asked for a connection
between spruce and ground beetle, but only illustrated the reported occurrence records.
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